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8 of 9 review helpful eBook is not the Kaufmann translation By snowbat The eBook and the version of the paperback 
showing the two eyes in a frame are not the Kaufmann translation This translation is OK but you should know that the 
product information is incorrect Additionally the two versions I refer to use ALL CAPS instead of italics Nietzsche 
loves his italics especially in BGE It s like he s screaming e Represents Nietzsche s attempt to sum up his philosophy 
In nine parts the book is designed to give the reader a comprehensive idea of Nietzsche s thought and style nbsp they 
span The Prejudices of Philsophers The Free Spirit religion morals scholarship Our Virtues Peoples and Fatherlands 
and What Is Noble as well as epigrams and a concluding poem nbsp nbsp Beyond Good and Evil is one of the most 
remarkable and influential books of the ninete Language Notes Text English translation Original Language German 
From the Inside Flap Represents Nietzsche s attempt to sum up his philosophy In nine parts the book is designed to 
give the reader a comprehensive idea o 
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